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Draft Order laid before Parliament under section 14(1) of the Legislative and Regulatory Reform
Act 2006, for approval by resolution of each House of Parliament.

DRAFT STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2008 No.

INSOLVENCY
REGULATORY REFORM

The Legislative Reform (Insolvency) (Individual
Voluntary Arrangements) Order 2008

Made       -      -      -      - … 2009

Coming into force       -      - 6th April 2009

The Secretary of State for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, in exercise of the powers
conferred by section 1(1) and (8) of the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006(1), makes the
following Order:
For the purposes of section 3(1) of the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006, he considers,
where relevant, that the conditions under section 3(2) are satisfied.
He has consulted in accordance with section 13(1) and (3) of that Act.
He laid a draft Order and an explanatory document before Parliament in accordance with
section 14(1) of that Act.
Pursuant to section 15 of that Act, the affirmative resolution procedure (within the meaning of Part
1 of that Act) applies in relation to the making of the Order.
In accordance with section 17(2) of that Act, the draft has been approved by resolution of each House
of Parliament after the expiry of the 40-day period referred to in that provision.

Citation, commencement, extent and interpretation

1.—(1)  This Order may be cited as the Legislative Reform (Insolvency) (Individual Voluntary
Arrangements) Order 2008 and shall come into force on 6th April 2009.

(2)  In this Order, “the Act” means the Insolvency Act 1986(2).

(1) 2006 c. 51; section 13(1) has been amended by the Government of Wales Act 2006 (Consequential Modifications and
Transitional Provisions) Order 2007 (S.I. 2007/1338), Schedule 1, paragraph 147; section 32 defines “Minister of the Crown”.

(2) 1986 c. 45; section 256A was inserted by the Insolvency Act 2000 (c.23), Schedule 3, paragraphs 1 and 7; section 257(1)
has been amended by paragraphs 1 and 8 of that Schedule; sections 263A to 263F were inserted by the Enterprise Act 2002
(c.40), Schedule 22, paragraph 2; section 389A was inserted by the Insolvency Act 2000 (c.23), section 4(1) and (4).
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(3)  The provisions of this Order do not extend to Northern Ireland and except as provided for
by paragraph (4), do not extend to Scotland.

(4)  Article 6, which amends section 389A of the Act, extends to Scotland.

Amendments to Part 8 of the Insolvency Act 1986

2. Part 8 of the Act (insolvency of individuals) is amended as set out in articles 3 and 4.

Individual voluntary arrangements – removal of requirement to report to court

3.—(1)  In section 256A (debtor’s proposal and nominee’s report)—
(a) in subsection (2), for the words “to the court”, substitute “under subsection (3)”;
(b) in subsection (3), for the words “report to the court” substitute “report to the debtor’s

creditors”.
(2)  In section 257 (summoning of creditors’ meeting), for subsection (1) substitute—

“(1)  Where it has been reported to the court under section 256 or to the debtor’s creditors
under section 256A that a meeting of debtor’s creditors should be summoned, the nominee
(or his replacement under section 256(3) or 256A(4)) shall summon that meeting for the
time, date and place proposed in his report unless, in the case of a report to which section 256
applies, the court otherwise directs.”.

(3)  In section 259 (report of decisions to court)—
(a) for subsection (1) substitute—

“(1)  After the conclusion in accordance with the rules of the meeting summoned under
section 257, the chairman of the meeting shall—

(a) give notice of the result of the meeting to such persons as may be prescribed, and
(b) where the meeting was summoned under section 257 pursuant to a report to the

court under section 256(1)(aa)), report the result of it to the court.”;
(b) in subsection (2), for the words “debtor’s proposal” substitute “voluntary arrangement

proposed under section 256”.

Fast-track voluntary arrangement – extension of availability

4.—(1)  For section 263A (availability), substitute the following—

“263A Availability

(1)  Section 263B applies where—
(a) an individual debtor intends to make a proposal to his creditors for a voluntary

arrangement,
(b) no interim order is applied for under section 253, and
(c) the circumstances in subsection (2) or (3) apply.

(2)  The circumstances in this subsection are—
(a) the debtor is an undischarged bankrupt, and
(b) the official receiver is specified in the proposal as the nominee in relation to the

voluntary arrangement.
(3)  The circumstances in this subsection are—

(a) the debtor is an undischarged bankrupt or is able to petition for his own bankruptcy,
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(b) a nominee other than the official receiver is specified in the proposal as the nominee
in relation to the voluntary arrangement,

(c) the aggregate amount of the debtor’s debts so far as unsecured (including any
unsecured shortfall due to secured creditors) does not exceed the maximum amount,

(d) neither the existence nor the amount of any one of the debtor’s unsecured debts is
disputed by him, and

(e) if at any time during the period of six years ending with the day before the day
upon which the debtor submits his proposal to the nominee a voluntary arrangement
having effect by virtue of section 263D(2) has been in force for the debtor, that
arrangement was fully implemented before the expiry of that period in respect of all
the persons bound by it.

(4)  The “maximum amount” for the purposes of this section is £75,000.
(5)  The Secretary of State may by order made by statutory instrument amend subsection (4)

so as to substitute a different sum for the sum for the time being specified there.
(6)  An instrument containing an order under subsection (5) may not be made unless a

draft of the instrument has been laid before and approved by resolution of each House of
Parliament.”.

(2)  In section 263B (decision)—
(a) in subsections (1), (2), (4) and (5), for all references to “official receiver”, substitute

“nominee”;
(b) for subsection (3) substitute—

“(3)  For the purposes of subsection (2), a person is a “creditor” only if—
(a) the nominee is aware of his claim and his address, and
(b) where the debtor is an undischarged bankrupt, the person is a creditor of the

debtor in respect of a bankruptcy debt.”;
(c) after subsection (5) insert—

“(6)  In respect of a nominee other than the official receiver, the court may—
(a) on an application made by the debtor in a case where the nominee has failed to

make the arrangements required by this section or has died, or
(b) on an application made by the debtor or the nominee where it is impracticable

or inappropriate for the nominee to continue to act as such,
direct that the nominee shall be replaced as such by another person qualified to act as
an insolvency practitioner, or authorised to act as nominee, in relation to the voluntary
arrangement.”.

(3)  In section 263C (result), for “the official receiver shall report to the court” substitute “the
nominee shall notify the Secretary of State”.

(4)  In section 263D (approval of voluntary arrangement)—
(a) in subsection (1), for “the official receiver reports to the court” substitute “the nominee

notifies the Secretary of State”;
(b) for subsection (3) substitute—

“(3)  Where the debtor is an undischarged bankrupt, the court shall annul the bankruptcy
order in respect of the debtor on an application made—

(a) where the official receiver is the nominee, by the official receiver;
(b) where the official receiver is not the nominee—
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(i) by the bankrupt, or
(ii) where the bankrupt has not made an application within the period

prescribed for the purposes of section 261(2)(b), by the official receiver.”.
(5)  In section 263E (implementation), after the word “meeting” insert “(for which purpose, the

reference in subsection (2) of section 263 to section 256(3), 256A(4) or 258(3), shall be read as a
reference to section 263B(6))”.

(6)  In section 263F (revocation)—
(a) in subsection (2), for paragraphs (c) and (d) substitute—

“(c)   where the official receiver is not the nominee in respect of the
arrangements made under section 263B(2), the nominee or his replacement under
section 263B(6), or

(d) where the official receiver is the nominee in respect of the arrangements made
under section 263B(2)—

(i) the trustee of the bankrupt’s estate, or
(ii) the official receiver.”;

(b) for subsection (3) substitute—
“(3)  An application under subsection (2) may not be made after the end of the period

of 28 days beginning with the date on which the nominee notifies the Secretary of State
under section 263C.”.

Transitional provisions relating to amendments to Part 8 of the Insolvency Act 1986

5.—(1)  In this article—
“a proposal for a voluntary arrangement” means a proposal under Part 8 of the Act, by a debtor
to his creditors for a composition in satisfaction of his debts or a scheme of arrangement of
his affairs;
“former provisions” means the provisions of the Act as they were prior to the amendments
made by this Order.

(2)  Where a proposal for a voluntary arrangement is made to a nominee under section 256A of
the Act prior to the day on which this Order comes into force, the former provisions relevant to a
proposal under that section shall continue to apply to it.

Amendments to Part 13 of the Insolvency Act 1986

6.—(1)  Section 389A (authorisation of nominees and supervisors) of the Act is amended as
follows.

(2)  For subsections (1) and (2) substitute—
“(1)  Section 389 does not apply—

(a) to a person acting as nominee or supervisor in relation to a voluntary arrangement
proposed or approved under Part 1, if he is authorised so to act under this section;

(b) to a person acting as nominee or supervisor in relation to a voluntary arrangement
proposed or approved under Part 8, if he is authorised so to act under this section.

(2)  For the purposes of subsection (1)(a) and Part 1, a person is authorised to act as
nominee or supervisor in relation to a voluntary arrangement proposed or approved under
that Part if—
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(a) he is authorised so to act by a body recognised for the purposes of this subsection
by the Secretary of State,

(b) he is subject to that body’s rules when so acting,
(c) there is in force security (in Scotland, caution) for the proper performance of

his functions and that security or caution meets the prescribed requirements with
respect to his so acting in relation to the arrangement, and

(d) subsection (3) does not apply to him.
(2A)  For the purposes of subsection (1)(b) and Part 8, a person is authorised to act as

nominee or supervisor in relation to a voluntary arrangement proposed or approved under
that Part if—

(a) he is authorised so to act by a body recognised for the purposes of this subsection
by the Secretary of State,

(b) he is subject to that body’s rules when so acting,
(c) there is in force security (in Scotland, caution) for the proper performance of

his functions and that security or caution meets the prescribed requirements with
respect to his so acting in relation to the arrangement, and

(d) subsection (3) does not apply to him.”.
(3)  For subsections (4) and (5) substitute—

“(4)  The Secretary of State may by order—
(a) declare a body which appears to him to be within subsection (5) to be a recognised

body for the purposes of subsection (2);
(b) declare a body which appears to him to be within subsection (5A) to be a

recognised body for the purposes of subsection (2A).
(5)  A body is within this subsection if it maintains and enforces rules for securing

that the persons authorised by it to act as nominee or supervisor in relation to a voluntary
arrangement proposed or approved under Part 1—

(a) are fit and proper persons so to act; and
(b) meet acceptable requirements as to education and practical training and

experience.
(5A)  A body is within this subsection if it maintains and enforces rules for securing

that the persons authorised by it to act as nominee or supervisor in relation to a voluntary
arrangement proposed or approved under Part 8—

(a) are fit and proper persons so to act; and
(b) meet acceptable requirements as to education and practical training and

experience.”.
(4)  Subsection (6) is omitted.
(5)  In subsection (7), after “subsection (5)” insert “or (5A)”.
(6)  In subsection (8)—

(a) for “members of the body in question” substitute “persons authorised by the body for the
purposes of subsection (2)(a) or (2A)(a)”;

(b) for “members of a recognised body” substitute “persons authorised by a recognised body
for those purposes”.
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Date

Pat McFadden
Minister of State for Employment Relations and

Postal Affairs,
Department for Business, Enterprise and

Regulatory Reform
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

(This note is not part of the Order)

This Order amends the Insolvency Act 1986 (c.45) (“the 1986 Act”). It is made by the Secretary
of State in accordance with the affirmative resolution procedure under section 17 of the Legislative
and Regulatory Reform Act 2006.
The Order amends provisions in Part 8 of the 1986 Act which provide for the making of individual
voluntary arrangements and amends the provision in Part 13 of the Act which permits persons other
than insolvency practitioners to be authorised to act in relation to voluntary arrangements.
Article 1 provides for the citation, commencement, extent and interpretation of the Order. Articles
3, 4 and 5 extend to England and Wales. Article 6 extends to England and Wales and to Scotland.
Article 2 of the Order makes provision for the amendment of certain sections of Part 8 as follows.
Article 3(1) amends section 256A (debtor’s proposal and nominee’s report), so as to remove the
requirement to submit a report to the court in those cases in which no application has been made
to the court for an interim order. Paragraph (2) makes amendments to section 257 (summoning
of creditors’ meeting) consequential upon the amendment made to section 256A and removes the
reference to a report made to the court under section 256A, replacing it with a report to the debtor’s
creditors. Paragraph (3) amends section 259 (report of decisions to court) as a consequence of the
change made to section 256A. The amendment removes the reference to a report being made to the
court under section 256A.
Article 4(1) makes extensive amendments to section 263A (availability).
The amendment makes provision extending to a larger group of persons the availability of the “fast-
track” procedure for the proposal and approval of an individual voluntary arrangement.
It extends the class of person who may act as a nominee in such “fast-track” arrangements from
the official receiver, to both insolvency practitioners and persons authorised under section 389A.
That extension is, however, subject to certain conditions affecting the debtor, notably the limit on the
aggregate amount of the debtor’s debt. In this respect, the amendment imposes a limit of £75,000.
This amount may be changed by order made by the Secretary of State. The official receiver may
only accept proposals from undischarged bankrupts but except for that condition, the debtor is not
subject to any other conditions when the official receiver is acting in relation to the arrangement.
The new provision permits nominees other than the official receiver to accept proposals from both
undischarged bankrupts and debtors who are not undischarged bankrupts.
Paragraph (2) amends section 263B (decision) in order to made amendments consequential upon the
changes introduced by amended section 263A. All references to the official receiver are replaced
by a reference to the “nominee” thereby incorporating references to nominees other than the official
receiver. Provision corresponding to existing section 256(3) and 256A(4), is also included permitting
an application to be made to the court to replace a nominee (other than the official receiver) of a
fast-track voluntary arrangement in certain circumstances.
Paragraph (3) substitutes for a requirement in section 263C (result) that the official receiver report
to the court whether the voluntary arrangement has been approved or rejected, a requirement for the
nominee, who may be either the official receiver or an insolvency practitioner or authorised person,
to merely notify the Secretary of State of the same.
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Paragraph (4) amends Section 263D (approval of voluntary arrangement) consequential upon the
amendment made to section 263C and replaces references to the official receiver and to his report
to the court, with references to the nominee and notice to the Secretary of State.
Paragraph (5) amends the provisions of section 263E (implementation). Section 263E applies
section 263 to fast-track voluntary arrangements. The amendment ensures that in its application to
fast-track voluntary arrangements, section 263 is read as also including a reference to the replacement
of a nominee in respect of those arrangements.
Paragraph (6) amends section 263F (revocation) consequential upon the amendment made to
section 263C by substituting for references to the official receiver and his report to the court,
references to the nominee and notification of the Secretary of State. It also provides that a nominee
(other than the official receiver) of a fast-track individual voluntary arrangement may also apply for
revocation of the arrangement on the grounds specified in section 263F.
Article 5 provides transitional provisions dealing with those substantive changes made to Part 8 of
the 1986 Act by the Order. No transitional provision is made for the new fast-track arrangements
since existing arrangements continue unaffected. However, transitional provision is required with
respect to the amendments made to the procedure for individual voluntary arrangements where no
interim order has been applied for or granted prior to the proposal being made by the debtor. Where
a proposal has been made to a nominee prior to the commencement of this Order, the existing
provisions continue to apply.
Article 6 amends section 389A of the 1986 Act so as to permit the Secretary of State to recognise
bodies for the purpose of authorising persons to act in relation solely to voluntary arrangements
under Part 1 or solely in relation to voluntary arrangements under Part 8.
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